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ABSTRACT 
In this paper the quadratic spline interpolation with coinciding interpolat ion and spline grids for 
continuous functions is considered. The theorems mainly concern error estimations which allow to 
formulate a convergence statement. To get such results it is assumed that the funct ion to be inter- 
polated is suitably smooth or possesses a special behavior. A best approximat ion property and a 
statement about the solution of  boundary value problems using quadratic spline functions are 
added. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the quadratic spline interpolation 
of continuous functions in the case where the spline grid 
and the interpolation grid coincide. This problem, intro- 
duced in [11, [21, [41 and for the periodic ase in i9l, 
differs from the usual one, where the spline knots and 
the interpolation nodes alternate. In the mentioned papers 
existence and unicity theorems are given. We £md special 
convergence statements for the monotone and the con- 
vex case resp. for equidistant grids in [3], resp. [1]. 
The main purpose of our considerations is to provide 
error estimations for the quadratic spline function sinter- 
polating agiven function f on a grid with width h. The 
developed results lead to the hypothesis that we cannot 
expect convergence s-~f f h-~0 in the case where f is 
only a continuous function. If f belongs to the class of 
continuously differentiable functions the convergence is 
obtained for nearly equidistant grids. Moreover, if f" is 
of bounded variation the interpolating spline functions  
converge to f for arbitrary grid sequences. The same fact 
is valid for functions of higher smoothness. 
Another possibility to get positive convergence r sults is 
not to increase the dffferentiability but to assume a
special behavior of the treated functions. For example, 
we get convergence if the continuous function f guaran- 
tees monotonity or convexity of the interpohting spline 
function. If in such a case f satisfies ome additional 
smoothness conditions the order of convergence an be 
increased. The best order to be obtained is0(h3). 
The proof techniques are mainly characterized by intro- 
ducing a sukable pseudo spline function sf interpolating 
f. This leads to short and rather simple considerations. 
Besides the mentioned error estimations a best approx- 
imation property of quadratic interpolating spline rune- 
tions is given. 
Finally, we treat wo point boundary value problems of 
first order to get a convergence r sult for the interpola- 
tion of the first derivative f" by values of s" on the grid. 
2. NOTATION AND SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let 
¢r: 0=x0<xl<. . .<Xn= 1 
be a spline grid on the interval <0,1> with the width 
h = h(Tr) = max h i where h i = Xi+l-X i, i = 0,1,...n-1. 
1 
We denote by/3 the global mesh ratio h/re.in h i of ~. 
1 
The additional index n will be omitted for the sake of 
brevity. 
A function s: <0,1~--~R is called a quadratic spline 
function with respect to ¢r if : 
(i) s E c l<o , l>  
and 
(ii) s coincides with a quadratic polynomial on each 
subinterval 
I i = <xi,xi+l> , i = 0,1,...,n-1. 
Using the abbreviations gi = g(xi)' gi = g'(xi) and 
5g i - gi+-!-gi for a given function g the spline s can be 
h i 
written in the form 
5s.-s: 2 
s(x) = si+si(x-xi)+ @ (x-xi) , xEIi, i = 0,1 ..... n-1 
h i (2.1) 
In this paper we shall investigate he following interpol- 
ation problem : Let be given an arbitrary continuous 
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function f on <0,1> possessing some additional properties 
specified in later considerations. Find a spline function s 
with respect o lr determined by 
si = fi' i = 0,1 ..... n (2.2) 
and the initial condition 
s~ = X = X(f, h0). (2.3) 
We remind of  a well-known fact. 
Lemraa 2.1 
The interpolation problem (2.2), (2.3) has a unique 
solution. The parameters s i and s i in (2.1) are given by 
(2.2) and the difference quation 
Si_l+S[ = 28 fi_l, i=  1,2 ..... n (2.4) 
with the initial condition (2.3). 
The difference quation (2.4) (which follows directly 
from the condition (i)) is a simple rule for the calculation 
of the parameters. This is in contrast o the interpolation 
problem with different spline and interpolation grid 
points, where we have to solve a linear system with a 
tridiagonal matrix of  coefficients (cf. [8]7. 
Solving (2.4) we get 
• 1 
s[= (-1)i[x+2 i~. 1 ( -1 :+1~ , i=  1,2 ..... n. (2.5) 
t j=0 
Changing (2.4) into 
(s;_x-f;_l)+(si-f i) = 26 fi_~-fi_l-f i, st-f 6 = x-f 6 (2.6) 
we have a difference quation with the unknowns i-f i
and by (2.5) 
• i-1 • 
si-f[= (-l)l~X-f:.+2 I~ (-1)#l[~f.-1-(f:+f:, .)]~. (2.7) 
L '-' j=o t J 2 J j - l ] ]  
Relation (2.7) will be helpful to es.timate the interpola- 
tion error s(x)-f(x), xE<0,1>. For our considerations 
it is useful to introduce a pseudo spline function sf with 
respect o f given by 
fi46 fi(x-xi ), xEIi, ff fEC<0,1>, f~cl<o,l> 
s~x) = 6 f.-f." 2 (2.8) 
fi+f~(x-xi)+- : -~(x -x i )  , xEI  i, fECI<0,1>. 
h i 
Let co(g,e) denote the modulus of continuity for a given 
function g. Using mainly Taylor expansion techniques 
we can prove the following 
Lemma 2.2 
For fEck<0,1>,  k = 0,1,2 the error estimations 
IstV)(x)-f(V)(x)l.<~Ak,vco(f(k),hi)h k - ' u , -  - - v = 0 ..... k, xEI  i 
are valid. The constants Ak, v are obtained from the table 
0 I 2 
0 1 - - 
1 2 - 
1/2 1 1 
This lemma permits the reduction of  estimations for 
s(x)-qx) to estimations for s(x)-sf(x). 
We finish our preliminary considerations by giving 
Passow's lemma [4] which concerns the monotonous and 
convex behaviour of a quadratic interpohtion spline 
function. 
Lemma 2.3 
Let f be a continuous function and X a nonnegative r al 
number. 
1. i f s f i -~f i _ l>0 ,  i=  1,2 ..... n-1 and X ~ 2~f 0, then the 
interpolating quadratic spline function s is increasing 
on <0,1>. 
2. i f , f l - z fo> o, 8fi_l-2,fi+~fi.l/> o, i= 1,2 ..... n-2 
and 28f0--~fl~X~Sf0 , then the interpolating qua- 
dratic spline function s is convex. 
The thesis is easy to verify, because the assumptions 1. 
imply with attention to (2.5) 
8fi>~0, i=0,1  ..... n-1. 
s iI> 0, i=  0,1 ..... n. (2.9) 
For 2. we get 
si+l-s i  i> 0 
(2.1o) 
8fi-si~>0, i=  0,1 ..... n-1 
which proves the convexity. 
3. ERROR ESTIMATIONS FOR CONTINUOUS 
FUNCTIONS 
In this section we assume that fEC<0,1>. As a first 
result we have 
Lemma 3. I 
If x belongs to Ii, i = 0,1 ..... n- l ,  then 
Is(x)-sf(x)l ~ Isi-8 fil hi ~-. 
Proof 
s:~f. 
Since qi(x) = s(x)-sf(x) = (si~ fi)(x-xi)- ~ (x-xi) k 
h i 
is a quadratic polynomial satisfying the conditions 
qi(xi) = qi(xi+l) = 0 the maximum of Iqi(x)l in I i lies 
at the point xi+hi/2. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem shows, that we cannot generally ex- 
pect to get convergence s-*f for h-*0. 
Therem 3.2 
For the interpolating spline function s to fEC<0,1> the 
estimation 




Substituting fr by 8f r in (2.6) we get in accordance 
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with (2.7) 
i [ i-1 ] 
s..'fa5 fi = (-1) [)`-Sfo-jZ,=o(-lfJ+l(sfj+l-Sfj). (3.1) 
That means 
i-1 
Isi~Sfil ~< I),1+2 Z w(f'h])+ ¢°(f'hi) 
j=0 hj h i 
< I)`1 +2iw(f 'h) +¢°(f'hi). 
m.in hj h i 
J 
Using lemma 3.1 and lemma 2.2 it follows that 
Is(x)-f(x)l *g 1 I)`1 h-+ i 3w(f,h)+ 5 w(f,h.), xEIi, 
4 " 2 4 " 
which proves the thesis. 
Under additional assumptions on f boundedness resp. 
convergence of s can be proved. From (3.1), lemma 2.2 
and lemma 3.1 we have 
Theorem 3.3 
Let fEC<O, 1> be a function with bounded variation. 
Then 
iis_fll C ~< 1_I),1 h +5 w(f,h) +1- 3var(f). 
4 4 2 
Theorem 3.4 
Let fEC<0,1~> and )` satisfies the assumptions 1. of 
lemma 2.3. Then for the monotone spline function s
interpolating f the estimation 
iis_fll C , ;  5 w(f,h) 
is valid. 
 oof 
With respect o lemma 3.1 we obtain from (2.4~ and 
(2.9) for i = 1,2 ..... n-1 
h i h i 
a) [si-6fi[ ~- < (si~- Si+l-~fi) ~- 
= 8f. hi ~< 1 o0(f,h) ff si-8 fi >~ 0, 
14 4 
b) Isi-5 fil h iK  8f i 5K  4 6o(f,h) if si-Sf i <~ 0 
4 4 
and 
Is0-Sf01 h__Q = I)`-8 f01 h O ~< 160(f,h). 
4 4 4 
Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. 
The convexity assumptions (d. 1emma 2.3) do not give 
better esults in the case of continuous functions. 
4. ERROR ESTIMATIONS FOR FUNCTIONS WITH 
CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVES 
Let reck<0,1>,  k= 1,2. At first we establish an error 
bound for s-sf. 
Lemma 4.1 
For xEI iwe have 
x)-s x)l K Bvls h v = 0,1; i = 0,1 ..... n- l ,  
where B 0 = 1/4 and B 1 = 1. 
We start our considerations with the case fECI<0,1>.  
Theorem 4.2 
If fECI<0,1~, then the errors can be estimated by 
IIs(V)-f(V)llc <-,.{gvl)`-fOl+[2(n-1)Bv+Al,v]CO(f,h)}h l-V, 
v = 0,1. 
Proof 
From (2.7) we get 
i-1 
[si-fil~l)`-f~l+2 ~ If'(~.)-f'(r/.)l~<lX-f,il~2(n-1)co(f',h) 
" j=0 3 3 u (4.1) 
with ~j0?jEIj. Lemma 4.1 and lemma 2.2 prove the 
theorem. 
Looking at the above estimations we fred that there are 
different possibilities to get convergence of s to f when 
h-~0 in the case of differentiable functions. For example, 
we obtain convergence if the grids are equidistant. How- 
ever, the convergence s'~f' cannot be proved. 
The following theorem shows that under additional 
assumptions we get estimations of higher order. 
Theorem 4.3 
Let fEC I<0; I> and f" have a bounded variation. Then 
Ils(V)-f(V)llc <...[ Bvl)`-fOl + 2BvV ar( f')+ A l,vOO( f',h ) ]h l'-v, 
v = 0,1. 
The proof can be omitted. 
Theorem 4.4 
(i) Let fECI<0,1> and )` satisfies the assumptions 1.
of lemma 2.3. Then for the monotone spline function s 
which interpolates f we have 
IIs(V)-f(v)llC~< [Bvllf'llc + (Bv+Al,v)60(f',h) ] hl-u, v = 0,1. 
(ii) For fEE l<0,1> and )` satisfying the conditions of 
part 2. in lemma 2.3 the estimations for the convex 
spline function S take the form 
Ils(V)-f(V)llc~< (2Bv+Al,v) co(f ",h) h l-v, v = 0,1. 
~oof 
(i) Using (2.9) we get 
Is[-ql ~< 2f'(ri)- q ~ co(f ,h) + II f'll c , r iEI i, if s[-f[/> 0 
resp. 
Isi-f[I • f[ , ;  IIf'll C if si-f i ~ 0. 
Therefore 
[s(V)(x)-stV)(x)l ~< Bv[llfl lc+tO(f,h)]h 1-v 
and with help of lemma 2.2 we obtain the desired result. 
(ii) Taking into account (2.10) we have for i = 1,2 ..... n-1 
isi_fit = si-8 fi+  f i-f i< s fi-fi<, (r,h) if si-f i 0 
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resp. 
Isi-fil = f i -~f i+sf i -s i¢Sf i -s i= (Si+l-Si)/2~(Si+l-sf_1)/2 
= fi-  fi_1,; 2,.,(f.h) if si-fi,  o. 
For i = 0 we get 
0 ~ 8f0-X ~ 8 f0-(28 fo--6 fl) ~ 2~ (f',h). 
Hence 
]s(V)(x)-stV)(x)l ~ 2B v w(f',h)h l-v, v = 0,1. Q.E.D. 
The assumptions of part (i) assure convergence of s with 
order 0(h). In general it seems that there is no hope to 
get convergence of s'. On the other hand, part (ii) 
guarantees the convergence of s with order 0(h) and of 
s" with order 0(1). Finally we turn to the case 
f~C2<0,1>. 
Theorem 4.5 
Let fEc 2 <0,1 >. Then L 
IIs(V)-f(V)ll c ~ Bp[lX-fb[+w(f",h)]hl-V 
+A2,1 w(f",h)h 2-v, v = 0,1. 
Proof 
By suitable Taylor expansion (2.7) leads to 
• i-1 • 
#j, oj E Ij. (4.2) 
n-1 
Because j)20.= Jh: = 1 it follows that 
Is[-f[I ~< IX-fbl +w(f",h). 
Further details can be omitted. Q.E.D. 
This theorem shows that for fEC2<0,1> there is always 
convergence of s to f independently of the given grids. 
To get estimations of higher order wSe assume that f 
satisfies ome additional conditions. 
Theorem 4.6 
Let fee2<0,1> and f'" have a bounded variation. Then 
IIs(V)-f(V)llc~BvlX-f~)lh l ~ +BvVar( f")h 2~ 
+A2,v 60 (f",h)h2"-v, v = 0,1. 
The proof follows from (4.2). A similar result can be 
obtained, ff f satisfies the assumptions 1.in lernma 2.3. 
A further improvement of the estimations gives 
Theorem 4.7 
If fEC2<0,1> and X are such as in lemma 2.3 (2.), then 
the error for the convex interpolation spline function s 
can be estimated by 
[Is(V)-f(V)llc~ [3BvJlf"IIc+A2,v to(f',h)lh 2-v, v = 0,1. 
The proof is the same as for theorem 4.4 (ii), taking into 
consideration that w(f',h) ~ h IIf'll C. 
Finally we mention a result of [3]. 
Theorem 4.8 
Let be given a function fee2<0,1> with the conditions 
fi-28 f 0% 0 and fi-2%_1+28 fi_2-fi_ 2 0, 
i = 2,3 ..... n. 
Moreover, let X = f~. Then 
IIs(V)-f(V)llc ~ Cv ~o(f",h)h 2-~, v = 0,1, 
where C O = 3/4 and C 1 = 3/2. If f" is Lipschitz con- 
tinuons, then we obtain from this 
Ils(V)-f(v)lic = 0(h3-V), v = 0,1. 
We remark, that ff fEC3<0,1> we get a special case of 
fEC2<0,1> with a Lipschitz continuous econd deriva- 
tive of the given function. However, we can point out 
the following result in which we obtain the same order 
of convergence asin a similar theorem in [1], but it is 
easy to see that our proof is a simpler one. 
Theorem 4.9 
Let 7r be an equidistant grid. Let fEC3<0;1; >and f "  
have a bounded variation. Then 
Ilf-sllc ~ [X-foI h4 +[1_[4 Var(f'") + 5 ilf-,[[C+ 6w(f,,,,h] h 3. 
Proof 
Because 
Ilsf-fll C ~ h 3 [llf"'l[C+w(f'",h)]/6 
and from (4.2) 
[s[--ql ~ IX-f~l + h 2 [Var(f") + IIf"'llC], 
that is 
,s-s& ¼ hlX-fal [var(f'"/+"f'""cl, 
we get the desired result. Q.E.D. 
5. A BEST APPROXIMATION PROPERTY 
Let the functional L acting on the Sobolev space 
W~<O,l> be defined by (c£ [9]) 
n-1 Xi+l 
L(f) = X f [f'(x)+f'(xi+xi+l-X)]2dx. (5.1) 
i=O x i 
We show that the quadratic interpolating spline func- 
tion s to f has a best approximation property with 
respect o the functional L. 
Theorem 5. I 
Let fEwl<o, l>  and s be the quadratic spline function 
interpolating f with the initial condition s~ = )~. Let t 
be any quadratic spline function with respect o the 
spline grid/r satisfying t 6 = X. Then 
L(f-s) g L(f-t). (5.2) 
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The equality holds if and only ff s(x) = t(x)+c, c = cong.  
Furthermore, 
L(s-t) ~ L(f-t). (5.3) 
~roof 
We note that L(f-s)+L(s-t) = L(f-t). This relation can be 
proved in the manner as in [9]. Since L(s-~t) ~ 0 assertion 
(5.2) follows immediately. It is obvious, that equality in 
(5.2) holds if and only if L(s-t) = 0. That means 
s'(x)+s'(xi-FXi+l-X)-t'(x)-t'(xi-t-Xi+l-X) = 0 
for xEIi, i = 0,1,...,n-1. 
Taking into account (2.1) this leads to 
8s i- ~t i = 0, i = 0,1 ..... n-1. 
Assuming sO = t0+c it follows that s i = ti+c , i=1,2 ..... n. 
Because s6 = ), = t6 we get s(x) = t(x)+c. Property (5.3) 
is dear. Q.E.D. 
We remark, that (5.3) is also true without the condition 
~6 = X. Setting t = 0 identically we get as a consequence 
from the above statement 
Theorem 5.2 
I f  fEWl<0,1> and ff s is the quadratic spline function 
i 
interpolating f and X, then 
L(s) ~ L(f). 
6. TWO POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF 
THE FIRST ORDER 
In this section we consider the boundary value problem 
f(x,y,y') = 0, 0 <~ x ~ 1 (6.1) 
r[y(0), y(1)] = 0. 
We try to find an approximate solution of  (6.1) by the 
collocation method using spline functions of  the form 
(2.1). To do this we demand that s satisfies (6.1) exactly 
at the grid points ofn.  Taking into consideration the re- 
quired continuity of  s we get the following system of 
equations for the unknowns i, s i : 
f(x i, s i, si) = 0, i = 0,1 ..... n, 
r(s0,Sn) = 0, (6.2) 
(Si+l+Si)/2-~si = 0, i=  0,1,...,n-1; 
Making use of  the functional analysis of  discretization 
methods developed in [10], especially o f  the so-called 
regular convergence of discretization operators, we get 
the following. 
Theorem 6.1 
Let the problem (6.1) have a unique solution 
y*EC3<0,1> and f and r be differentiable. Further, let 
the problem 
D3f[x,y* (x),y*'(x)]y'+D2f[x,y*(x),y*'(x)]y = 0, 
0~x~l ,  
Dlr[y*(0),y*(1)]y(0)+D2r[y*(0),y*(1)]y(1  = 0 
have only the trivial solution and let D3f :# 0. Then 
there exists a real H > 0 such that for every h ~ H the 
equations (6.2) have locally unique sohtions "i **' si'*' 
i = 0,1 ..... n, and for the corresponding spline function s* 
Ily*-s*ll C = 0(h 2) and Ily*'-s*'ll C = 0(h 2) 
hold. 
The proof of  this theorem will be omitted because it is 
similar to analogous proofs in [5], [6] or [7]. 
Remark 
The convergence s*~y* for h~0 with respect b the 
C I<0,1> norm can be obtained already assuming that 
y*ECI<0,1>.  Here lies an important difference to our 
considerations in section 4 where some additional 
assumptions occured to assure convergence. 
A special case of (6.1) is the following one : 
y '=  g(x), 0 <~x~< 1, 
y(0) = Y0" 
Its discretization has the form 
s i= gi, i = 0,1 ..... n, 
SO = f0' 
(si+ 1+si)/2-Ss i = 0, i=  0,1 ..... n-1. 
This is equivalent to the problem to interpolate the £xrst 
derivative g of a given function f by derivatives of  a 
quadratic spline function s at the points of  it. A theorem 
concerning the convergence s-*f can be derived from 
theorem 6.1. 
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